[Update on upper eyelid blepharoplasty].
Upper eyelid blepharoplasty is among the most frequent oculoplastic surgical procedures. It is often performed as one of the first esthetic surgical interventions by surgeons of various disciplines. While there is a high probability of happy and satisfied patients postoperatively, there are important potential surgical complications that should be prevented. This requires a careful preoperative, perioperative and postoperative approach. This synopsis presents the basic considerations concerning upper eyelid blepharoplasty to serve as practical surgical guidelines. This is a compendium of important preoperative, perioperative and postoperative contemplations derived from the medical literature, expert opinions and the authors' personal experiences. Careful examination and documentation of eyelid and periorbital findings are required in order to identify additional pathologies to dermatochalasis and plan the surgical approach accordingly. There is a trend in the literature and in expert opinions away from large tissue resection and towards volume preserving and volume reconstructing surgical techniques. Correct placement of the skin fold as well as maintaining lid symmetry are crucial points in order to achieve a natural appearance and patient satisfaction. Careful and realistic patient information, state of the art surgery including cautious tissue resection and correct symmetrical formation of the skin fold as well as postoperative assistance and availability increase the likelihood of satisfied patients after blepharoplasty.